Pervasive Delocalisation Error Causes Spurious Proton Transfer in Organic Acid-Base Co-Crystals.
Dispersion-corrected density-functional theory (DFT-D) methods have become the workhorse of many computational protocols for molecular crystal structure prediction due to their efficiency and convenience. However, certain limitations of DFT, such as delocalisation error, are often overlooked or are too expensive to remedy in solid-state applications. This error can lead to artificial stabilisation of charge transfer and, in this work, it is found to affect the correct identification of the protonation site in multicomponent acid-base crystals. As such, commonly used DFT-D methods cannot be applied with any reliability to the study of acid-base co-crystals or salts, while hybrid functionals remain too restrictive for routine use. This presents an impetus for the development of new functionals with reduced delocalisation error for solid-state applications; the structures studied herein constitute an excellent benchmark for this purpose.